
WHO WE ARE
We are Beyond Clean, A next generation sterile processing education & Consulting firm with a commitment

to being the central nexus for the people, processes, and products that are pushing the sterile processing

industry forward. With a combined 90 years of healthcare experience as RNs, Infection Control

Practitioners, Sterile Processing leaders, and surgical instrument repair experts, the team at Beyond

Clean brings cutting-edge insight and expertise to our partners. We are internationally certified Sterile

Processing subject matter experts and clinical innovators with a passion to #FightDirty.

PARTNER WITH US
 Educational Seminar Sponsorship

Clinical Education Consulting Services

Beyond the Tour Video Feature

Vendor Spotlight Podcast Episode Feature

Beyond Clean Monthly Media Sponsorship

Live Myth-Busting Event Sponsorship

Banner Advertisements

Beyond Clean Expert Series 

Article Sponsorship

HEALTHCARE CONSULTING SERVICES
On-site Consulting Services

Virtual Consulting & Mentorship

Clinical Education

Interim Management/Staffing

And more...

SOCIAL MEDIA & SOCIAL BRANDING
CONSULTING SERVICES

Social Branding & Content Strategy

Collaborative Content Cultivation
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"We specialize in creatively
solving

 one of safe surgery’s
 biggest challenges —

 hardwiring

 sterile processing

excellence 

across the continuum of

patient care.

"
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SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS ACROSS ALL 

BEYOND CLEAN PAGES

 

11,000+
 

BEYOND CLEAN AUDIENCE WHO HOLDS

 A TITLE OF 'MANAGER' OR ABOVE

 

70%
 



TESTIMONIALS
Medline is very pleased with the insight, perspective, and education provided by

Beyond Clean.  We are very excited to have them as a valuable business  Partner

to help better prepare our sales and marketing team to meet the needs of our

customers.  The evolving cost, labor, regulatory, provider, and patient safety

issues are forcing our customers & Medline to adapt and seek solutions beyond

traditional methods.  Our collaboration with both new & current customers has

shown results with new areas of revenue streams &  faster growth rates.  We

are expecting to grow our relationship with Beyond Clean to meet our future

customer and internal needs.

Christian Arnold, VP of Sales, Centurion Medical Products Division of Medline, David Moyer, Market Sales Director,

Centurion MedicalProducts Division of Medline

The Beyond Clean team are able to break down and deep dive into the complex,

multi-dimensional arena that is the sterile processing industry. They are shining

an important spotlight on a vital component of the healthcare industry that

has remained hidden, and they are doing it right. Their passion comes through in

each episode making it a pleasure to join them in discussion and even more so to

become an avid listener.

brian reed, CEO & Co-founder of ascendco health

Finding a partnership opportunity that matched our budget and our goals was

easy with the wide range available through Beyond Clean Media. The team easily

provided the special assistance needed for first timers like ourselves who had

never participated in a podcast production before. Their modern approach to

progressing the industry via relevant media is second to none and we plan to

work with them again in the future. 

Marcus Super, Director of Marketing and Sales, Aaron Lieberman, Group Product Manager, and Lauren Hefty,

Marketing Communications Manager at Summit Medical, an Innovia Medical Company
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Join the beyond clean revolution
info@beyondclean.net
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BEYOND CLEAN PODCAST
Even though their tools and equipment touch nearly every

surgical patient in the world, how much do you really know

about the people, processes, and products used in the Sterile

Processing industry? 

 

The Beyond Clean podcast offers a creative look into the

inner workings of a healthcare industry surrounded by

challenges, disrupted by change, and committed to getting it

right -- every instrument, every time. The team at Beyond

Clean will bring on some of the biggest names in surgical

instrument reprocessing and provide commentary on the

biggest issues facing Sterile Processing professionals,

facilities, administrators, manufacturers, and vendors. 

 

Join us every week as we explore the hidden world of one of

the most important aspects of safe surgical care.

 


